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Wakaba was at a loss for how to deal with the scorpion-type Vertex. Even with the power of the fairy 
Yoshitsune, she could not damage the scorpion-type Vertex in the slightest.

Chikage had been attacking the Vertex several times at once through the power of Shichinin Misaki, 
but again, to no avail.

Unable to even clear her mind of her regrets over Tamako and Anzu, Wakaba despaired at her 
powerlessness.

"!?"

SSuddenly, Wakaba sensed an anomaly in the Jukai.

Part of the Jukai's vegetation began to change color, as if rotting away. e decay was spreading forth 
from the scorpion-type Vertex's path and the places its attacks had damaged the vegetation.

(... Is it corroding into the Jukai...!?)

OOnce Forestization subsides, any Vertex damage done to the Jukai causes feedback to the real world 
in the form of disasters and accidents in Shikoku-- at was what the Taisha had told the girls. In all 
of the battles so far, the Jukai had not been damaged signicantly to the point where Shikoku had 
suffered any harm. But now, this corrosion on the other hand...

Just then, a roar resounded throughout the Forestized Marugame City.

"Waaaaaaaahhhh!!"

WWhen Wakaba turned around to look, there stood Yuuna, shouting over the dead bodies of Tamako 
and Anzu.

 
"Come-- Shuten-Doji!!"

Yuuna had called off the power of Ichimokuren to imbue her body with the power of a new fairy.

A power far beyond the human body and therefore forbidden.

e power of a demon king.

YYuuna's hero garments transformed. Her weapons strengthened. ose tekko gloves grew an absurd 
enormity untting of such a small girl. ey seemed warped, even.

"Rrroooohhh!!"

Yuuna kicked off the ground, leaping toward the scorpion-type Vertex.

As shown by the enormity of those tekko gloves, Shuten-Doji's power was specialized for destructive 
force. 

Yuuna punched the scorpion-type Vertex in the face.
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Chikage locked herself up alone in her room.

She took the fetal position on her bed and trembled.

e two heroes, Tamako and Anzu, had been killed.

"Ugh, uuuuuugh.... What the hell...! What the hell was that monster...!?"

It was in a class far outstripping those of the Vertexes they had previously fought. Had Yuuna not 
used the power of Shuten-Doji, the heroes would have faced certain annihilation.

PPreviously, some among the Taisha had theorized that Vertex fusion and evolution was not the 
product of chaos, but that of deliberate design to reach some desired form.

e unique Vertex that appeared in this attack... was truly the apex of Vertex evolution. And thus 
the Taisha had concluded that this was perhaps the Vertex's perfect form.

However-- there was an even worse possibility.

e giant Vertex that Yuuna defeated was hollow inside. In other words, perhaps the so-called 
perfect Vertex was still incomplete.

PPerhaps the true perfect form was even stronger than what Yuuna had defeated this time.

(If such a thing were to show up... then we're all...)

Dead. Like Tamako and Anzu.

"No... Please, no...!"

I'm scared.

I don't want to die.

e fear Chikage felt from her rst battle against the Vertexes rose back up from the depths of her 
brain.

e sight of Tamako and Anzu's tragic deaths ashed before her eyes.

Her sight grew dark.

She rushed to the bathroom out of nausea.

But since she hadn't eaten anything, there was nothing in her stomach to empty.

As she kept vomiting over the toilet, tears streamed from her eyes.

""Ugh, uuuughhh... why did this have to...! Uggghh....!"
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ey were speaking about such things in a sorrowful tone.

ose people were unaware that the tornado was an effect of the Vertex attack. It was no natural 
disaster-- and if giant Vertexes like that one keep attacking, then the same thing will probably 
keep happening.

When Chikage reached Yuuna's room and opened the door, she found her gazing outside the 
window absentmindedly. When she noticed Chikage enter, Yuuna put on a bright smile.

""Gun-chan! You came!"

"Yeah... Takashima-san... is your body okay...?"

"Well, besides my arms, it's a perfect recovery already!"

As she spoke, Yuuna showed off her still-bandaged arms. Yuuna's ghting style means that 
although she wears tekko gloves, she still strikes the enemy with her sts, which probably causes 
quite the recoil in her arms. Her hand injuries looked painful, but she had no other obvious 
injuries.

""What about you, Gun-chan, you okay?"

"Mm..."

"Well, you look kind of pale, so..."

Yuuna looked at Chikage with a worried look on her face.

"A lot happened..."

Chikage averted her eyes from Yuuna as she answered.

e emergence of an overly powerful enemy. Anzu and Tamako's funeral service. Chikage's nights 
spent in fear...

Chikage's spirit was full of cracks and was on the verge of collapse.

"I... I just don't know what to do anymore..."

Chikage's voice wavered as she did her best to hold back the tears.

"Gun-chan, come here."

e quivering Chikage drew near as told and Yuuna gently embraced her.

""It's okay, Gun-chan. ere's no need to be afraid. ... No matter what happens, I'll protect you. I 
won't let anyone else get hurt again."
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"..."

Chikage felt a strong will behind Yuuna's words. Within the embrace of Yuuna's arms, Chikage 
could feel her fear slowly fade away.

e previous battle should've been a big shock for Yuuna too. She saw Anzu and Tamako die 
before her eyes, and she herself got heavily injured and was hospitalized--

And yet she was worried more about Chikage than herself.

CChikage was brought to the verge of tears.

(... I'm a hero too... And I'm older, so...)

--I have to get my act together.

Chikage held back her tears and looked up.

"I'm... okay now..."

Chikage spoke in a small, but resolute voice.

 
SStarting the next day, three students were coming to the Marugame Castle classroom.

ere hadn't been any Vertex attacks in a while, so on the surface, the days were peaceful.

Before long, the sakura petals had all fallen.

Eventually May came along and Yuuna was discharged and returned to school.

And when the time came for Yuuna's hand bandages to be removed, the Taisha passed along a task 
to the heroes:

Take down an evolved Vertex forming over the Seto Inland Sea.

NNow, Wakaba, Yuuna, and Chikage transformed into their hero forms and stood atop of the Seto 
Ohashi Bridge.

"is is kind of an unusual task, huh? Usually we only defeat the enemies that enter Shikoku."
Yuuna said dubiously.

"True. Maybe the Taisha's plan changed..."

Wakaba didn't understand the real intention either.
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ey were told that the evolved Vertex was forming outside the wall close to the Seto Ohashi Bridge.

But as far as they could see from atop the bridge, there was no enemy in sight. If it were as big as 
the scorpion-type Vertex that appeared last time, they would've been able to see it from across the 
wall already. Which meant that perhaps this Vertex wasn't as giant as the last one.

In that case, why would the Taisha abruptly change the plan and order a takedown of a Vertex that 
wasn't even coming into the barrier--

WWakaba turned her head.

Overcome with a strange feeling, Wakaba and the others advanced down the Seto Ohashi Bridge and 
across the wall to the outside.

"--!?"

at very moment, a bizarre sight entered Wakaba's vision.

RRight outside the wall-- over the ocean, right by the Seto Ohashi Bridge, was a giant Vertex even 
bigger than the scorpion-type. Perhaps it wasn't complete just yet. Common Vertexes were gathering 
and fusing to it one aer the other.

Wakaba's surprise was twofold. First at how such a large Vertex was being formed. Second at how 
they couldn't even see that Vertex until they had gotten that close to it.

A Vertex that huge should've been visible from inside the wall.

Wakaba suddenly got the idea to backtrack the Seto Ohashi Bridge back inside the wall.

OOnce inside, she looked towards the outside and, as she thought, the conspicuously huge Vertex was 
conspicuously invisible.

Yuuna and Chikage followed suit and noticed the anomaly.

Wakaba furrowed her eyebrows.

"Is it hiding...?"

PPerhaps this was another effect of the barrier. ose inside the barrier couldn't see any anything 
strange happening outside, allowing people to see things inside the barrier as if everything were 
still normal and peaceful.

If the citizens of Shikoku could see the giant Vertex outside the barrier, they probably would 
be unable to continue life as usual. Aer all, the Vertexes are the cause of the psychological 
uranophobia syndrome. So with that considered, perhaps this was one way the Shinju was 
protecting the people but regardless--

e list of things hidden to the public just kept growing.
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Wakaba and Chikage landed on the Seto Ohashi Bridge, dumbfounded.

at attack happened to be aimed at the mainland, but if that same attack were to reach the Shinju--

(We'd have no way to defend it...)

e heroes were in shock at that realization.

And that wasn't even the enemy's nal form. If the fusion continued to completion... there would be 
nothing in the future but dispair.

"... "... Wakaba-chan. Gun-chan. I really should use Shuten-Doji."

Yuuna spoke with a resolute voice.

"Yuuna!"

"Takashima-san...!"

Without paying heed to Wakaba or Chikage, Yuuna closed her eyes and concentrated on her inner body.
"I swear I'll protect everyone in Shikoku... I won't let our world come to an end... I won't let Tama-chan and 
An-chan's sacrices end in vain...!"

WWakaba gasped. By merely standing there, she could sense the intimidating presence of a demon king.

"Ugh, uuaaaagghh...!"

But Yuuna's face twisted in agony. e smooth transformation that normally came with using a trump card 
was nowhere to be seen.

"Wait, Yuuna! Your body really can't take it..."

"No... it can!!!"

HHer fairy-aided transformation still incomplete, Yuuna leaped from the Seto Ohashi Bridge towards the 
giant Vertex.

She clenched her st as she made her approach.

As if they too had felt the threat of Yuuna's presence, the common Vertexes began to attack Yuuna to 
defend the giant Vertex. But Yuuna's cannonball-like st instantly shattered them into oblivion.

Yuuna was still not completely imbued with the fairy. And yet she already commanded such strength.

Shuten-Doji truly was head and shoulders above the other fairies in terms of power.

HHowever-- that also meant that the kickback would be tremendous as well.

"HERO... PUUUUUUUNCH!!"

Yuuna's st smashed into the giant Vertex-- or at least it should have.
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She browsed through Social Networking Sites and anonymous bulletin boards and--

"... huh...?"

ere were voices praising the heroes, but there were also voices of a completely different sort.

e Taisha hadn't made an official announcement of the heroes' defeat, but some people were already 
gossiping about it.

''Apparently a new type of monster has appeared and they can't do shit about it. I heard some heroes 
have been killed already.'

'Doi Tamako and Iwojima Anzu are the ones that died.'

'Don't fall for the fed and Taisha's lies!'

'e heroes lost? For real? What a bunch of useless brats.'

'Remember that big-ass tornado? at newtype monster caused it.'

''Not entirely sure how this shit works, but since the heroes failed to defeat the monster, it caused the 
tornado.'

'Why the hell won't they tell us normal people anything!?'

'You haven't protected us for shit, heroes.'

'Guess it's our fault for getting our hopes up.'

'Told you guys the heroes were useless.'

'ey were hyped up for nothing.'

''Useless.'

As she read the words peeking out from the depths of the internet, Chikage's hands shook.

"Why... just... why..."

She put her life on the line to protect the people of Shikoku.

And yet--

"..."

Within Chikage's eyes ignited the dark light of hatred.

((Chapter 14 END)


